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alien shooter is a new, blood-curdling experience of action horror game. with a realistic and atmospheric
storyline, it’s easy to see why this game has become so popular among horror and action-adventure fans.
try the free demo of alien shooter and see why all your friends are talking about this awesome new game!

alien shooter lets you experience the terrifying atmosphere of the alien universe. as the last hope of
mankind, you have to destroy the alien menace before they complete their invasion. your mission is to

blast away the alien robots and save as many people as you can. you will have to use every weapon you
can find and customize your character so you can accomplish your mission. alien shooter has many

weapons to unlock, and you will need to use each one to survive. and you will need all of your wits to make
it to the end of the game. if you find yourself under attack by the aliens, press the fire button to fire at the
nearest one. you can shoot to hurt, or shoot to kill. the more you shoot, the more damage your gun will do.
but beware, the more you shoot, the more bullets you will use. alien shooter offers a lot of opportunities to
customize your character. every level has two distinct phases. in the first phase, you will play as the main
character, a rebel on a mission to stop the alien invasion. in the second phase, you will play as an alien. in
the second phase, you will play as the main character in a different perspective. the game will alternate

between these two phases. this is an action horror game that will make you jump, scream and freeze with
fear. as the last hope of mankind, you have to destroy the alien menace before they complete their

invasion. your mission is to blast away the alien robots and save as many people as you can. you will have
to use every weapon you can find and customize your character so you can accomplish your mission.
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Alien Shooter is one of those
addictive games that you will

be unable to put down. Its
tough to beat, with several

level changes; but its hilarious
to watch and feel like youve

found a time machine blasting
you into the past when

gaming was simpler yet far
more distinguished than

modern counterparts. The
gameplay is similar to the first

game. You have to keep
moving to prevent the various

alien types from cornering
you. There are four main
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types of alien – the Humanoid,
the Insectoid, the Reptile and
the The new and improved (as

well as two new special
types), the Spider and the
Squid. Beating the aliens

earns you experience points,
which can be used to buy new
weapons and upgrades. The
Farewell Glacier is performed

by kind permission of the
publishers Bloodaxe Books
Ltd. Music copyright Emma

Donald and Isbel Pendlebury
We gratefully acknowledge

the support and generosity of:
The Pebble Trust The Highland

Museum of Childhood The
individual supporters who, for
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the sake of the climate,
invested their trust and

money in our story. This game
has many improvements,

modifications and additions
from the last game in its
series. There are total 8

characters each having its
own set of skills and weapons.

The player can choose any
one from them. The player

can also buy enhancements
from different shops situated
in every level or mission. The
player can also select some

perks before every characters
generation. These perks

include hypnotism, thievery
and health generation. Once
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you complete a level you can
post your stats and score

globally to show the world the
talent you have got.

Altogether this game is very
amazing and deserves a try.
Dark Sector is another game

that you can download.
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